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Abstract—This article argues that Bali traditional social groups (banjar, kasta, sekaa and dadia) play an important role in determining the voting behavior of the 2015 Karangasem election. The election raised a surprising result: a female candidate, supported by a coalition of small political parties defeated two other male candidates, one of them was the incumbent and supported by PDIP and Golkar. This research applied a quantitative research method where the 420 respondents were collected through a multistage random sampling based on the proportion of voters in every sub-district in Karangasem Regency with 95% of confidence level and 5% of margin of error. Using the sociological approach of the voting behavior theory, the findings suggest that: (1) the majority of voters in Karangasem are an active member of their traditional social groups, mainly banjar and dadia; (2) 23.8% of the voters in the 2015 Karangasem Election elected the candidates who were chosen as the favorite candidates in their banjar and dadia; (3) 57.6% of the voters in the 2015 Karangasem Election followed the political instructions given by kelihan banjar and kelihan dadia regarding who should be voted; (4) The role of kasta were proven to be insignificant to the voting behavior of the Karangasem voters. To conclude, even though the traditional social groups play a significant role in determining the voting behavior of Karangasem voters in the 2015 local election, this research showed that out of four traditional social groups, dadia, sekaa and banjar emerged as three significant groups compared to kasta.
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INTRODUCTION

Bali is a region having rich patriarch culture and rigid social structure. In general, woman participation in the process of decision making from the closest surrounding to electoral politics in the province is considered low; however, in 2014 until 2015, there was an adifferent phenomenon in one district called Karangasem. The result of two electoral moments, the 2014 legislative election, and the 2015 regional election indicates that the voting behavior of the society in the district is different compared to the other districts in Bali, especially regarding the tendency to choose woman politicians. In the 2014 election, there were seven people chosen as the members of Regional Legislative Council (DPRD) of Bali province from Electorate District 7 Karangasem three of which were women: Wayan Sudirtra – Ni Made Sumiati; I Gusti Ayu Mas Sumatri – I Wayan Artha Dipa; and I Made Sukerana – I Komang Kisid, two of the three candidates had women candidates. For candidate number 1, the candidate for Vice Regent was a woman. For candidate number 2, Regent Candidate was a woman. Only candidate number three having both men for the position.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Candidate</th>
<th>Supporting Party</th>
<th>Vote</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Wayan Sudirtra – Ni Made Sumiati</td>
<td>PDIP</td>
<td>30,95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>I Gusti Ayu Mas Sumatri – I Wayan Artha Dipa</td>
<td>Nasdem, Hanura, and PKPI</td>
<td>41,75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>I Made Sukerana – I Komang Kisid</td>
<td>Golkar, Gerindra, and PKS</td>
<td>27,29%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: General Election Commission of Karangasem Regency

The result of the votes of the 2015 Karangasem Local Election shows the unpredictable result for the candidates because most votes were obtained by women candidates.
not carried by two major parties that dominated local politics of Karangasem since 1999, i.e., PDIP and Golkar. Both parties succeeded in positioning their representatives as Chairman of DPRD Karangasem in arrow from 1999 until 2014. Candidates I Gusti Ayu Mas Sumatri - I Wayan Artha Dipa who are supported by the party coalition of Nasdem, Hanura, and PKPI managed to beat I Made Sukerana - I Komang Kisid supported by the Golkar Party, Gerindra, and PKS. The candidates also have a strong incumbent element. Sukerana is the representative of the incumbent district head who runs for regent. While I Komang Kisid is the sibling of I Wayan Gredeg who was the incumbent. I Gusti Ayu Mas Sumatri - I Wayan Artha Dipa also defeated PDIP candidate I Wayan Sudiria - Ni Made Sumiati.

Candidate number 2, I Gusti Ayu Mas Sumatri - I Wayan Artha Dipa won Karangasem Local Election with the result of 104,560 votes (41.75%). In the second position, there was candidate number 1, Wayan Sudiria - Ni Made Sumiati with 77,057 votes (30.95%). The third position was candidate number 3; I Made Sukerana - I Komang Kisid who got votes as much as 68,348 (27.29%).2

The phenomenon of the election of regional heads of women brought together by small parties and succeeded in defeating the votes of incumbent candidates, men, and newly-promoted parties first took place in patriarchal cultures and had clear party identification like Bali. Previously, a general explanation of the potential candidates in many regional elections in Bali has always been linked to several factors such as the identification of political parties in the community; the incumbent position of the candidate or his relative; candidate figure; and policy issues. The factors of traditional social groups are rarely seen, especially in the election of women candidates because these groups in Bali are seen as areas controlled by men. Bali is known to have cultural peculiarities that greatly affect various aspects of social life of its people. This culture is the root of the traditional Balinese social classification that is unique and can not be found in other parts of Indonesia. The Balinese people embrace the patriarchal system and have a very neat social organization structure up to the grassroots level. There are various groupings of traditional societies, whether they are vertical or horizontal groupings. Vertical groupings, such as kasta-based or so-called color classes. Horizontal grouping in Bali is very diverse and directly in contact with daily life, such as Banjar which is a community based on the social organization; Sekaa is a community-based, and social organization based on kinship or clan called dadia/ soroh. Such social culture and social structures are believed to influence political life, especially voting behavior in various electoral moments in Bali, including in Karangasem regency.

Ahead of the 2015 Karangasem election, all candidates perform simakrama (socialization) at dadia temples spread throughout the district. In addition to dadia temple, banjar entity is also the target of candidate socialization and campaign. This indicates the existence of awareness of the candidate that this traditional social organization plays an important role in influencing the political choice of Karangasem community. However, there has never been a deep scientific study of the role of traditional social groups in the form of kasta, banjar, dadia, and sekaa in electoral moments in Bali.

RESEARCH QUESTION
How is the role of a traditional social group such as dadia, banjar, kasta, and sekaaas the sociological factor in determining the voting behavior of the Karangasem local election in 2015?

THEORY AND CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
Voting Behavior Theory
Before discussing voting behavior, the concept of voting itself shall be understood first. Voting is similar to the activity of choosing that we usually do in daily life, such as choosing goods.3 There is one note from such choice; it may not only affect to individually but also may have collective effects. This differs between voting and choice. When we choose goods in the market for us to buy and take home, then we use them to fulfill the needs, then the effect will be only for us. Such thing will not be found invoiting. In the theory of voting behavior, there are three sociological approach or structural social; psychological approach and rational choice
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approach. In his study, the sociological approach is used.

The sociological approach in voting approach states that the most influencing factor in people’s choice during the election is the social characteristic and grouping. One’s voting behavior is related to the social group from which such individual comes from. It means that social characteristic determines the political tendency of someone. Social grouping here means age, gender, religion, occupation, socioeconomic class, regional, family background, activities in formal and informal groups being followed. These social groups are considered very influential in the decision to vote since these groups play a role in the foundation of one’s attitude, perception, and orientation.

Social Group Role in Candidate Partiality

The sociological approach to voting behavior states that the factors that most influence people’s choices in the elections are social characteristics and groupings. Dieter Roth mentions that the behavior of one’s vote concerns the social group from which the individual originated. It means that social characteristics determine one’s political tendencies. The social groupings referred to here are age, sex, religion, occupation, socioeconomic class, regionalism, family’s background, and activities in formal and informal groups. These social groups are seen as having a major influence on the decision to vote because they play a role in the foundation of one’s attitude, perception, and orientation.

Research regarding voting behavior in transitioning countries was conducted in the Philippines by Steven Rood, and in one of the countries in Africa region, Malawi. Based on such different research, it can be concluded that there is asimilarity. Voting behavior in transitioning countries is not affected significantly by the policy issue and party orientation; instead, it is more influenced by issue related to the candidates and their ties such as ethnicities, place of origin and clientelistic relation in the social community structure.

In the election of individual candidates in the Philippines, such as the presidential election, the most powerful factor influencing the political choice of its citizens is the candidate factor. Another factor to be seen is the ethnicity of the candidate in question and the strong client's patron structure in the community. People prefer to vote for candidates who are coming from the same ethnic as they are and can communicate with the ethnic language in question bersangkutan.

While in Malawi, the fact that people determine their political choice based on ethnic factors and their origin areas is because people identify themselves by the political power of the past that they re-present in the seizure of power through the election.

The research on the voting behavior in Indonesia that has been conducted by Afan Gaffar emphasizes the importance of social characteristics, especially socio-religious orientation in viewing voter behavior in Java Island. Other research on voting behavior in Indonesia was conducted by looking at the 1999 election. The results mentioned that social ties are mainly important ethnic factors to note when we want to observe the behavior of voting Indonesians. The importance of social ties such as ethnicity in influencing people’s political choices was also put forward by Benny Subianto who examined Local Election in six districts in West Kalimantan. This factor is influential because people’s loyalty to ethnicity is still high, and they see that the same ethnic means have the same cultural values; hence, the socio-political behavior is seen as a mirror of identity.

The sociological factors or social groups and their influence on the voting behavior Indonesians were studied by Saiful Mujani and colleagues by analyzing empirical data generated through national surveys in 2004 and 2009. Mujani’s findings show there are three sociological variables that significantly influence the political choice of Indonesian society in the Election and the Presidential Election in 2004 and 2009, namely religion, regionalism, and education level.
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Traditional Social Group in Balinese Hindu Community

The social peculiarities of Balinese society can be seen from the traditional social groups that are difficult to meet in other areas, such as the ties that local people call Kasta, Dadia, banjarand, sekaa. These ties are allegedly influential in the selection of local leaders such as Local Election. This tendency occurs because of the special political culture in Bali called Briuk Sisu which means that individual political choice is not an autonomous option, but follows the choice of the majority of its members.

Kasta is a social group that is hierarchical in the social order of Hindu society, meaning that rulers or leaders are those who are descendants of the Kasta Triwangsa (Brahmana, Kastria, and Waiaia), while those who are from Sudra level should not be leaders. In fact, the number of people with Sudra level is much more than the other three. The existence of a social class based on this birth has been protested heavily by the Balinese Hindu community, but this social order still exists today. The existence of social bonding in Bali is often also called Warnaa very easily observed by seeing the use of the title of nobility as the first name.

In addition to Kasta, there is another tie in Bali called Dadia. This tie is a social tie based on the inheritance. Different from Kasta that segregates the people into four big groups, Dadia in Bali, in general, are so many and has never identified or dated stating the number of Dadia existing in Bali. However, there are several big and solid Soroh such as Soroh Pasek, Arya, Dalem, Pande, and Bujangga Waissna. These big Soroh are distributed into smaller groups called Dadia.

The existence of kasta tie based on Hinduism in Bali can be traced long before colonial times. While Soroh tie has existed since the 1950s which began to emerge and increasingly strengthened in the Balinese society as a form of protest over the hierarchical structure of caste rooted in Bali. Soroh / Dadia affects the political choices of citizens in the election of a very local leader such as the selection of Kelihan Banjar or the head of the hamlet, Kelihan Subak or the head of the irrigation and Bendesa or the village chief who has since been elected directly by adult males in the territory. Kasta can be seen as influencing the succession of the Balinese kingdom. Both ties are never extinct and disappear altogether, but their influence has been up and down from such ties in Balinese political behavior.

Kasta for a long time has influenced modern political life in Bali. Leo Howe notes that from 1966 to 1998 under the Soeharto regime, Kasta played an important role in politics, as evidenced by the position of the governor and the eight regents of Bali at that time were dominated by those coming from Triwangsa background. This continued until the reformation period, even to the districts of Bali entering the era of the direct regional election in 2005, the traditional aristocracy nuance was still very strong. These symptoms are still present, but the degree is said to be decreasing in Regent election in some districts in Bali in 2008. Local aristocracy factors seem to decrease when the results of the 2013 Bali Governor election shows that Made Mangku Pastika - Ketut Sudikerta who are coming from sudra level defeated Anak Agung Ngurah Puspayoga - Dewa Sukrawan coming from kastatriwangsa.

The decrease in the influence of kasta factor raises the hypothesis of strengthening the influence of other traditional groups in electoral momentum from 2013 to 2015. Soroh factor and Sub Soroh / Dadia are allegedly significant in the election Mangku Pastika in Bali Regional Election and election of Eka Wiryastuti in Tabanan Regional Election. Kurniawati Hastuti Dewi's research on the election of Eka Wiryastuti in Tabanan Bali district shows that Eka and her winning team can hold control over the social-
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cultural network of soroh/dadia Pasek having the most members in Tabanan.  

**RESEARCH METHOD**

This research is using the quantitative method. The quantitative political research means to use the measurement in the analysis of behavior or attitude. The main data collection was conducted through structured interview of respondents using questionnaire. The population in this research is the community in Karangasem-Bali district that meets all of the requirements to vote in the 2015 Karangasem Regional Election (those who are above 17 years old, and or are married). The sample taken to represent this population is 420 respondents with the *Margin of Error (MoE)* 5%. The data collection was conducted several months before the election.

Furthermore, the sample collection technique used in this research is *Multistage Random Sampling* due to the heterogenic population. Respondents were chosen by paying attention to the proportion of total voters per district in Karangasem regency. Moreover, the total sample in each district is different based on the total proportion of voters in such district. In each district, several random villages were taken based on the district proportion. In each village, 5 randomly random kampongs were chosen. In each Neighborhood Association (RT)/kampong, 2 simply random families were chosen, and in each family, one respondent was taken using the *Kish Grid* system. The gender proportion in this research is maintained to have the 50:50 with the mechanism of using odd questionnaire number for male and even questionnaire number for female respondent. The data processing is conducted using descriptive statistic in the form of frequency and cross tabulation.

**FINDING AND ANALYSIS**

Before going further regarding the finding, the demographic of respondent in Karangasem is necessary to be explained. Table 2 below explains the regional distribution, age, education and social economy status aspects of the respondents in this research.

The table above indicates that respondents in this survey have represented the population of voters in Karangasem. All segments of the voter were reached proportionally. Such data provides the information regarding educational background and welfare of the community in this regency. The majority of people in Karangasem has the educational background of middle or lower (High School and Elementary School graduates). Almost 90% of the voters live with the average of income less than Rp. 2.000.000,- per month.

The research findings presented in Figure 1 below show the voter membership in Karangasem in a variety of traditional social organizations that are very typical in Bali. A total of 82.9% of the Karangasem community stated that they were members of a traditional *banjar*. The percentage of community membership in a clan-based group called *dadia* was lower than the banjar membership. Respondents who claimed to be members of a *dadia* were 60.5%. Membership of *sekaa*, i.e. groups based on hobby associations/hobbies is much lower than the membership of two other traditional social groups. Respondents who claimed to be members of a *sekaa* in Karangasem amounted to 23.6%.

The findings above explain that the traditional social group ties in eastern Bali are still very
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strong. Banjar which is a region-based residence organization is a very important social organization because almost all indigenous activities in Bali involve this organization. Hence, more than 80% of the people remain attached to this organization.

The data in Figure 1 also gives clues as to how much potential *dadia* is in mobilizing voters since the sentiment in this organization is kinship sentiment. Apparently, Karangasem people who are members of this clan-based group is more than 50%. Regarding number, membership in these three traditional social organizations is so significant that the channel of socialization and the campaign of candidates in an electorate district is relatively clear. In Bali, candidate and community meetings with traditional social groups located in *banjar* hall and *dadiatemple* are called *simakrama*. The fact that whether the respondent has been involved in such *simakramah* becomes an important indicator in this research because the number of membership of social group seen in the new figure 1 is limited to the potential number. Participation in *simakrama* activity is one form of activation of that potential.

Data on community participation in *simakrama* activities conducted in centers of traditional social activities are not as large as their membership in traditional social organizations. The following figure indicates such thing.

![Picture 2 The involvement in *simakrama* conducted by Regent/Vice Regent Candidates](image)

Only 32% of respondents stated that they had participated in *simakrama* of candidates in their *banana*, *dadia* or *sekaa*. If cross-tabulated between membership in these three organizations with the tendency of respondents to participate in *simakrama* (socialization/campaign/face-to-face meeting between candidates and the people), these three tables below indicate the data obtained.

### Table 3 Cross Tabulation between *Banjar* Membership and participation in *simakrama*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Membership in <em>Banjar</em></th>
<th>Involvement in <em>Simakrama</em></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Member</td>
<td>34.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Member</td>
<td>20.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4 Cross Tabulation between *Dadia* Membership and participation in *simakrama*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Membership in <em>Dadia</em></th>
<th>Involvement in <em>Simakrama</em></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Member</td>
<td>37.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Member</td>
<td>24.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 5 Cross Tabulation between *Sekaa* Membership and participation in *simakrama*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Membership in <em>Sekaa</em></th>
<th>Involvement in <em>Simakrama</em></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Member</td>
<td>42.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Member</td>
<td>29.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The three tables above show how community membership in a traditional social organization increases their chances of participating in the candidate's *simakrama*. Members of traditional social organizations that mostly participate in *simakrama* are members of *sekaa*. A total of 42% of the respondents who claimed members of one *sekaa* entity stated that they had participated in the candidate's *simakrama*. In *dadia* entities, as many as 37% of those admitted members claimed to have attended *simakrama*. The smallest percentage of members who had attended the *simakramas* was seen in *banjartraditional social group* (34%). It also shows that the greater the number of members, the less chance the members participating in *simakrama*.

In addition to membership in traditional social groups and participation in *simakrama*, the influence of social groups in determining the political choices of the community can be seen from the influence of the traditional group's recommendations to the political choice of the community. Figure 3 below shows data on leaders most followed or heard or considered for their political suggestion by the people of Karangasem district in the 2015 election.
Figure 3 Leaders whose Political Suggestion is the Most Followed

The data above shows that the kelihanbanjar or banjar traditional group leader is the opinion leader whose political suggestion is the most followed by the community. A total of 42.4% of respondents admitted that they followed the kelihanbanjar political suggestion in various electoral momentum, including determining political choice in the 2015 regional election. Meanwhile, the number of people who stated that they most followed the political recommendation from kelihandadia or the elderly from dadia as much as 15.2%. This data emphasizes the notion that the influence of traditional social groups on voting behavior in Bali generally and Karangasem, in particular, is still very strong. If the influence of kelihandadia and banjar were combined, 57.6% was obtained. This number is the number of voters who follow the recommendation from Karangasem elders or leaders of traditional social groups. The influence of traditional social groups on the choice of Karangasem society in the election is even greater than the influence of political parties. The respondents stated that they chose the candidates because they were the candidate for the majority of the people in dadia and banjar area up to 23.8%, while those who voted voted for the influence of the candidate party’s political party was less than 2%. This is also an indicator of weak identification of political parties in Karangasem community. No wonder the candidates supported by two major parties suffered aloss during the electoral momentum in 2015.

This grouping is somewhat different from the three other social groupings described above. If banjar, dadia, and sekaa are social groupings that are horizontal, then kasta is more vertical. Kasta in Bali is divided into four major groups namely Brahmins, Knights, Waisya, and Sudras. In the past, leaders came from three high kasta called tri wangsa, while the common people were sudra.

In the context of the 2015 Karangasem election, which was followed by three pairs of the candidate, only one couple had the tri wangsa, the couple who won the election, I Gusti Ayu Mas Sumatri - I Wayan Artha Dipa. The other two pairs are only filled by sudra level. This condition raises the suspicion of the influence of caste in the decision to elect society in the election. To confirm this, there are two indicators used in this study, namely (1) how important the tri wangsa kasta background of the candidate in the eyes of the voters, and (2) how the voters see the puri background of (local aristocracy generally filled by the kastatic) the ideal regent and vice-regent in Karangasem. Figures 4 and 5 below present findings on the two caste indicators.

Figure 4 Voters Orientation Regarding Kasta Background of Candidates

Figure 5 Puri Background Preference from Candidates of Regent and Vice Regent

Picture 4 shows that only 7% of the total voters in Karangasem stated that the candidate background of kasta tri wangsa is the most important thing in considering the candidates for regent and vice-regent during the 2015 local election. The majority of voters (81%) stated that kasta is not important to be considered in determining the political choice. That was confirmed in the second indicator regarding kastactic local aristocracy. Only 6.6% of the voters thought that it was ideal to have puri (kastaksatria) for the candidates of the regional chief of Karangasem in 2015.

The findings presented above show that traditional Balinese social groups influence people's voting behavior in the elections of Karangasem in 2015. When viewed from the theory of voting behavior, these traditional social
groups in Bali can be classified as sociological factors, because the sociological approach in the behavioral theory chooses to mention that social groups are the most important element in influencing voting behavior in an electoral moment. Furthermore, this research can explain which traditional social groups most influence the behavior of choosing and ways that can be used to influence the behavior of choosing in Karangasem via the traditional social group. The study found that not all traditional social groups in Karangasem-Bali influenced the political choice of their communities. Of the four traditional social groups namely banjar, dadia, sekaa, and kasta, traditional kasta social groups are the least considered factors by voters. On the other hand, traditional banjar social groups are the most important in influencing voting behavior, followed by dadia, then Sekaa. There are at least two ways candidates to influence the voting behavior of the Karangasem community through these three traditional social groups: (1) performing simakrama in banjar, dadia, and sekaa; and (2) exploit the leader (kelihan) of banjar, dadia, and sekaa to persuade krama or members to exercise the right to vote because more than 50% of voters said they would follow the recommendations of kelihan banjar and kelihan dadia in determining political choices.

CONCLUSION

This research concludes that the social traditional group in Karangasem-Bali influences the choosing behavior of the community during the regional election of Karangasem in 2015. Such social traditional group which may be considered as sociology factor in choosing behavior of the community of Karangasem during the 2015 regional election are banjar, dadia, and sekaa. Each of them is social grouping based on regional, clan and hobby. Direct meeting between candidates and members of the three traditional social groups and the instruction of the leaders from each group were the best way for the candidates in increasing the chance to get elected.

One traditional social group is not considered as important by the people in determining their political preference. This grouping is called kasta. This indicates that there is shifting in sociological factors in the voting behavior of Bali community. In the past, kastafactor is considered important in the electoral moment, so there was a phenomenon in which the political parties are approaching local aristocracy figures in Bali to get the votes. This research indicates that kastafactor in local politics in Bali has been faded away. Despite the fact that the elect candidate in 2015 Karangasem local election was the only candidate with ksatria background as an important consideration in their political choice were only 7% of the total which was way less than those who stated that kastafactor was not important (81%).

Two approaches frequently used by the candidates in taking advantage oftraditional social group in anelectoral moment in Karangasem is by doing simakrama and getting near the kelihanbanjar, dadia, and sekaa. These traditional social groups are very effective for socializing due to the obvious number of its members and in general follow the instruction and suggestion of the leaders.
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